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THE
QUANTUM LEAP
A quantum is a tiny particle of energy. A tiny particle of strange behavior!
I believe that energy and mind are a combined force and that a division limit
also applies to space. Space is not empty or warped by large bodies as Einstein
proposed, but is compressed, as is atmosphere; and the speed of light is not a
constant. The importance of this here: divisions in space are also barriers.
We like to live within our own little world of ideas; to escape our barriers
requires a leap that can construct a new mindset and, no matter how small this
leap, it is still a leap into the unknown.
WHY do we DO as we do?
People, or groups, carrying the same Holy Bible will fight to the death; will
commit atrocities they would not believe themselves capable of, because of
beliefs. Yet the word of the God all believe in, forbids such atrocity.
It is because we fear to take the quantum leap!
We fear to trust in truth; a tiny divide of ego forces us to atrocity.
Science, tied to convention, seeks a uniting force to explain our universe:
that force mind. A tiny divide in faith frustrates our search for truth.
So first let us see where we are; then let us see how we came to be where we
are; then, after this practice in challenge to our perceptions, perhaps we will
have faith to trust truth enough to take that most frightening quantum leap of
all: the leap into the future.

THE
New World Order
First face the dying gasp of an old lag trying for a facelift.
Then, let's face ourselves!
You don't have to believe me: just love truth!
"J. Edgar Hoover, for near 50 years head of the FBI (USA) said:
“The individual is handicapped by coming face to face with a ‘Conspiracy so
Monstrous’ he cannot believe it exists."
Let's look seriously at the evidence but remember:
Respect for truth is our only intelligent attitude.
To further remind ourselves of the extent of our blindness, a quote from:
"Globalism: America's Demise": 1984. "Globalists wield almost limitless
power because of their wealth and position ... the greatest strength they
possess is that the general public ... does not even know they exist."
William Bowen.
Well we now know they exist but, beyond that, next to nothing.
The New World Order (NWO), variously called Globalism or World
Government is, firstly, not new. Nor, secondly, is it by human standards, a
form of government! It is not a democracy nor is it a republic. It is neither
Paternal, Dictatorial, Monarchial nor Theocratic. Possibly the oldest form of
social arrangement to appear on this earth we will look into its origins later.
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Do not be fooled by slur of "Conspiracy Theory" that, like "Santa Claus" is a
disguise, but not for fooling children; to ignore frightening evidence and feel
superior we fool ourselves.
What we now call a NWO is not for humans; it is a genocidal scheme best
described as cultural lobotomy. It is designed to delete human ability for
'creative insight thought processes' to such extent that humans behave as
programmed animals. The benefit claimed for this is that it will eliminate war
and enforce order, as no doubt it will, but only so far as those concepts are
deleted from our minds. Less reported is the belief that this public
indoctrination will provide a happy, lowly paid, workforce.
It does not eliminate violence, pain and suffering, nor does it allow the pleasure
or satisfaction of personal achievement. It will encourage sex but does not
allow for love or loving relationships of the human kind. It, as can already be
seen, dispenses 'law' without justice. It reduces human to a herd animal for the
use of gods who claim their status as masters of the system.
Do we want to live as animals – have our human abilities deleted in childhood
by secret, systematic cultural abortion – have family future made irrelevant –
have human life as dependent on the needs of petty gods as are lives of cattle
and wild animals? Yes you may have fewer worries but you do retain fears;
you do not have responsibilities but then, you do not know you have anything
at all beyond basic necessities and any little extras given as special reward for
work.
How is it achieved?
Cultural Lobotomy. Lobotomy is a crude surgical procedure for mental illness
given bad publicity because of experiments by authoritarian regimes to force
change of attitudes in dissidents. It involves change of critical elements of the
frontal lobe of the brain and, when used for political purposes, normal humans
see it as a contemptible abuse.
Finding that humanity is a learned development basically different from the
development of common animals opened a new door for cultural manipulators.
Animal behavior is genetically fixed; human behavior develops as an added
learning capacity. Intellectual surgery achieves the same purposes as physical
surgery but done en-masse can be so effective as to give near total control. This
opened the door to ‘limiting/redirecting learning’ so as to create human slaves
near the level of dogs and horses.
Control learning – control belief – control behavior! Once revealed, this needs
little thought or knowledge to confirm. Every culture is a demonstration of the
efficiency of cultural indoctrination and its fixations; our beliefs, true or false,
we willingly die for. While every rebellion reveals potential for cultural
change, these, in no way negate the strength of control available to deliberate
scientific use of behavioral principles.
Understanding of human behavior and modern communications technology
revealed a potential to go from cultural change to cultural lobotomy – an ability
to create a slave sub-culture with human physical abilities but without danger
of rebellion – a malleable class of beings with abilities ideal to servants and
workers – a perfection of robots.
On completion, victims, unable to understand their loss, will be unable to rebel
because they never learn of human rights, potentials or abilities; nor can they,
without advanced language for communication, conceive of rebellion beyond
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the basic animal ‘complaint response’ of whining or blind violence already
widespread. Programming, as now available, needs help of neither subliminals
nor drugs; it is so effective and comfortable to live with!
So simple, this deformity may appear as if it could have happened by chance; it
requires no more than ‘misdirection of human instruction’ in association with
‘distraction by entertainment, drugs and pleasure’ during those years of growth
and maturing when human behavior and understanding is, in normal
circumstances, developed.
But "lifetruth" literature also gives insight to other important tools used for
deliberate redirection of human development; e.g. "Hegelian Dialectic"
deliberately targets a human weakness for the lazy path of "consensus" in
preference to the challenge of, "intellectual discussion and reasoned debate" as
the acceptable path to logical truth. Hopefully, as consequences are more fully
exposed, those now defending human rights and freedoms will become more
inclined to gain empowerment by unity.
Cultural lobotomy: The consequences.
Question: Does Globalism really need us ‘dead’: is “Cultural Lobotomy” not
enough? Observation and perception says they do need us dead but our official
clue appeared when the elitist “Global 2000” genocide plan was submitted to
President Carter by the U.S. State Department. It called for the elimination of
two billion humans by year 2000. This plan was endorsed by the Carter
administration as official policy in 1980.
Don’t be fooled by timing: dates are set early to negate those who try to warn
us. When warned of dangers look unreal and then fail to happen on time, the
public comes to see warnings as ‘scare mongering’; anger rises against 'whistle
blowers' and trust of manipulative governments increase.
Release of a highly virulent “bird flu” or other designer virus may well achieve
the stated objective with “third world” populations already weakened by the
AIDS virus. Pretended protections: (inoculations) are only effective when the
exact strain of virus is known! If the detail is known: do not expect protection
in the injection offered to you.
But would it end there? This secret war is for ownership of earth! Just as
we did not spare native peoples when we took over, Globalists want us out
of the way. Now, together with their ‘dumbing down’ of population,
Globalists have set the scene for world financial collapse.
With biological weapons available; will they not fully use their options to clear
all competition during the confusion of mega death? *1/
Note:
1: Government, at neither national nor international levels,
is conciliatory.
2: Industrial production is being concentrated away from
stronger nations.
3: Cultural mix of strong nations is increased for dissent,
violence and division.
4: Health services already inadequate and unreliable!
5: World economic collapse, combined with a worldwide
health crisis, would mean transport failures; food
shortages; valueless money; rioting and civil war. Under
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pressure of ignorance, misunderstanding and starvation,
disease becomes pandemic – mindless violence
uncontrollable.
If you think this scenario extreme, then realize that population dumbing down
was evident in ‘advanced’ countries a century ago. Evidence of a well-laid
plan is clear and exposed. Would people, freely using human thought and
reason, accept public announcements that education was downgrading such
basics as reading, writing and arithmetic? Would we fail the simple logic
needed to see our government is not democratic? Would we fail to take the
simple, available, remedial action? *2/
Years of protesting highlight many problems but expose only the tip of a very
large iceberg. What would national transport failure mean? Or loss of power
for food processing? Food/energy/production/processing/transport, are tiedtogether threats. Why is the oil crisis not frightening or at least, enlightening?
Planners do not want us to know of better ways. Would we, with human
abilities, behave so foolishly were we not already sedated?
Extreme changes in human behavior show clear evidence of manipulation!
Normal social limits, as set by reasoned human behavior, logical assessments,
communication and understanding are now increasingly ignored – we cannot
understand social/political realities; such as war to inflame terrorism and
excuse extreme law! Had we access to our natural human development social
behavior would not be declining? To escape we need first admit our
indoctrination.
"Dumbing-down" indoctrination IS world-wide! We, of European decent,
think our nations democratic and prosperous. We shy from fact that ‘our’
prosperity is being bought with unsustainable debt. We ignore that belief in
advancing technology does not explain why children (and parents) no longer
read well enough (or see need) to understand deadly developments.
To face it is to fix it! If we will not face it, what can we do? Is it enough to
pray for forgiveness for being too stubborn to use the intelligence and human
instincts we were born with? Is, DO – or let DIE, an even choice? Christianity
warns that those who do not develop their gifts will lose them. Who now
protests the suppression of our intellectual gift?
Civilizations CAN self destruct; others, great in their time, have collapsed for
lack of knowledge? Don’t crawl under a bed; help expose the problem! Unite
to defend humanity! Globalists know they cannot risk triggering rebellion.
This situation is urgent.
Protest and community problems increase because we protest to those who
create the problems! Wasted lives – genetically modified food – increasing
sickness – indoctrination – injustice! Unite AGAINST those who create our
disablement! We are now so sedated we take notice only when mass media
promotions exceed the sedation level. Unity accumulates forces to
overcome communication problems! Whole views get community unity!
J. Edgar Hoover, was right: “The individual is handicapped by coming face to
face with a ‘Conspiracy so Monstrous’ he cannot believe it exists.”
But is war conspiracy? We have to dig deeper!
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THE
CREATIVE FORCE
At that time of our inauguration, we were told the eternal creative force had
cut itself to create Authority & Perception. These two, an integral part of the
creative intellect, would remain with the force
force yet also be separate to the
extent that they would also serve a new force; the force we call Humanity.
However to gain this honor humanity would first have to earn it by
learning to honor Truth. This was essential because TRUTH is the base for
all intellectual
intellectual creation. Einstein failed to find this uniting force; primitive
man could not have conceived of it.
To find the truth of our humanity we need go back to beginnings: to what our
creator revealed when mankind became sufficiently advanced to understand the
importance of language. Even today there is no scientific recognition of the
significance of Authority and Perception in relation to the force "Intellect" or
even to the existence of this primal "force/element" of creation.
A return to early writings means accepting that the creative force was not a
force of magic; mankind is a development commitment. Our Creator could
have made us as simple genetically controlled animals had his plans for us not
projected far beyond that of biological toys.
Note also: Neither the original "Word" nor "Christian Testament" were inserted
as control mechanisms; each was left to fallible memory. Such clues are of
vital significance if we are to intelligently understand our being.
The magic of it was that our creator knew us so well as to foresee that we
would forget or misinterpret enough given knowledge to pressure our
intellectual development. Yet still, we would retain, over passing years,
enough vital points to leave reliable clues for our advancing perception to
re-assemble what we later needed to know. Only in recent times are we
beginning to understand the importance of challenge to intellect.
To become fully human we had to grow creative intellect; we had to overcome
difficulties placed in our path. We were warned that the creator had created
both good and evil and that, during our development, our intelligence would be
faulty. We were told that for understanding we should look to both past and
present. The challenge of such warnings we should now begin to appreciate.
It is childish to protest that the word of the Bible, as we have it, is the "Word"
of God. It is too clearly visible to reason – too basic to love of TRUTH – that
we were created to develop understanding – that our faulty interpretation and
translation of the Word would leave a lot to be revealed as creative intellect
developed. We cannot blame God for the pain we create as we resist love of
truth. Great as we see our suffering, it is trivial relative to what is to be gained.
It is well documented: The Old Testament was selectively re-assembled even
as late as needed for production of what Europeans call the Holy Bible.
Revision at the time of Israel's reconstruction in partnership with Judea (after
Assyria destroyed Israel; remnant fled to Egypt; Exodus) would be more
extensive.
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That time of Israel in Egypt would, no doubt, also be the time Egyptian priests
picked up the important detail of information quoted below; they could not
allow the God of Israel this vital superiority over their Gods. We can also see
that most of our Bible is a history of the Israelite people in praise of their God.
It also serves as base for Islam where Mahomet replaces Jesus; for Judaism,
which does not recognise Jesus but as part of the reconstructed Israel, is
probably a major influence in the revision; the Coptic (ancient Christian
Church of Egypt) and Eastern Orthodox Churches. The coming of Jesus
unraveled the Israeli/Judean union; Israel is now invisibly dispersed among
other Christians.
New Testament memories were also selectively picked over to serve egocentric
humans. So let's respect truth above our indoctrination; let's admit our Creator
is intelligent; let's admit an intelligent Creator (Guardian of Truth) would not
give divisive and confusing information; we do that for ourselves.
So, for reason; for authority; for the truth of our creation we now look in scraps
from ancient memories to find a trail of logical progression.
Quotes from, The Egyptian Book of the Dead! Translator: T.G Allen.
Early Egyptian contact with the Israelites is well established:
Page 89: “They are the drops of blood that dropped from the phallus of Re
when he set about cutting himself. Then they became gods …They are
Authority and Perception, who are in the train of their Father Atum daily.”
Page 154: “I am Atum, who made the sky, who created what exists, who begat
the gods; great God who came into being of himself.”
To share creative power the Creative Force needed to share part of
itself: a procreative
procreative event. The creation of humanity meant sharing those
basics of the Intellectual Self (Authority and Perception). We are children
of our Creator.
Life and creation, by their order, reveal “authority” of (laws or
principles) while “perception” (vision
(vision to see logical but often invisible
relationships) gave us ability to understand complexities needed for
intellectual creation. The intellectual creation must come before the physical
creation. Chance and natural selection have neither authority nor
perception, they are tools designed for maintenance.
Evidence of a 'bridge' of intelligence related to our creation can
be perceived in that the parts fit together to an order of principles that give
the structure the strength and stability to serve the purpose for which it was
designed; this, irrespective of it being in metal, flesh or ideas. There is no
evidence that any intelligence exists outside the procreation of this, initially
key
ey to
single, force. Acceptance that our Creator is "intelligence" is the k
understanding ourselves.
When humanity has perception to appreciate its Creation we will
comb the New Testament for statements of intelligence showing unusual
perception and authority. We will comb out ideas of events inserted by
egocentric humans. This will leave a book of probably less words than one of
the four gospels. Doing the same with the Old Testament will, I expect, give
us a very similar result. To finish the job we may look in other ancient
writings, though we will then know our Creator
Creator sufficiently well as to
complete the picture in as far as we need to.
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At that time the human right of 'freedom of speech' will have been
amended to "Freedom of Truth" and the city of humanity will be in
process of re-birth.
The Creative force had to give something of itself to our creation; our creation
is not a construct of ignorance; Egyptian Priests borrowed this revelation from
Israel; let bias not hide it's truth?
Human science is unable to explain the force – that gives creativity and
insight? Science has spent years trying to find the unifying force of the
universe but scientific comprehension halts at meeting an act of faith so beyond
physics that it must be ignored. Humanity alone is given potential to learn,
understand and create for future need. Logical clues must fit logical
consequences. The missing force is that which we call "Intellect".

THE

Identity of Evil:
The Book of Enoch reveals that those in charge of early human development
revolted against God. The Christian Testament tells us that this evil still
remains; its form is visible to those who develop their perceptive abilities. The
"dumbing down" now being inflicted on our culture is designed for the
communism adapted from insects by the rebellious Watchers.
The work of the anti-Christ extends its challenge down the ages! We do not
need to identify the agents of evil to defeat them but one deserves mention for
sowing the seed we see blooming in our culture today:
"Auguste Comte (1798-1857). Sociocracy was Comte’s concept of the ideal
form of government for the future of the world. Comte also made up the terms,
‘socioLOGY,’ and ‘socioLATRY.’ ...
"Sociolatry is the form of worship he invented to overtake and replace all the
religions."
Comte laid the foundations of what he claimed was a new science but his
atrocious contempt for the human potential and hatred for Christian belief,
reveal his ancestral line. He does not appear to have been popular in his time
but his insight into the future was demonstrated by the fact that he knew the
buttons to push (the seed to sow) to get his theories accepted in dissident minds
and be adapted for use with force and discretion as development allowed.
"Sociocracy" is a form of enslavement not a form of government. A
government, even a dictatorship, needs have some regard to the welfare of
those governed! All true forms of national government need competitive
people for competitive survival. Sociocracy enslaves, it plans for global
government because it cannot survive with competition – it cannot allow
human freedom, as it does, in no way, serve its constituency. It has no Human
grace. Its attitude to education alone unmasks it; quote: "Control begins with
children, so control of education at all levels is demanded by the sociological
priesthood."
"The systematic direction of the education given to all classes alike rests solely
with the priesthood, which thus obtains a basis for its consultative influence on
the whole of human life, private as well as public. All of us have to work
together for the continuous improvement of Humanity, but the noblest share in
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this work is specially reserved for the priesthood. SYSTEM OF POSITIVE
POLITY (SPP), Vol. III, P. xxxii.
The above quotations are from a writing of Erica Carle called:
"Sociocracy – not for the USA"
As we see, sociocracy changes critical meanings; humanity is now the hive;
the priesthood the queen bee.
Human improvement means detail control of hive activity.
The "system of positive polity" is now called 'governance'.
Sociolatry now means a "Worship of Nature" invented
"to overtake and replace all the religions".
Individuality is aborted as individual creative potential is dismantled.
The planned Priesthood is ranked above class; "classes" are for a commonalty
indoctrinated to total love (service) for the hive. Sociocracy is a world-wide
development; its apprentice is socialism – as we should expect, it is disguised
and presented as a loving "Humanist Philosophy"; that will vanish as the
takeover is completed.
A feature of humanist ideology is that it deletes words or revises their meaning
(pointed out by Orwell and demonstrated by Comte). Yes, Comte had a very
thorough understanding of his mission. Those who follow his trail say that
both Hitler and Stalin used his ideas.
As a contemporary, Charles Darwin was not of the same intellectual rank, but
Darwinian theories proved popular with dissident minds and so his theories
combined with, and greatly helped, the development of Sociocracy as it
exhibits itself in our world today. So, just a little more about Comte:
"In the positive sociocracy of the future, the scientist-priests of the
religion of humanity, having acquired positive knowledge of what is good and
evil, would sternly hold men to their collective duty and would help suppress
any subversive ideas of inherent rights. Saint-Simon had suggested that in the
future the domination of men over men would be replaced by the
administration of things. Comte now argued that the "things" to be
administered were in fact human individuals. Human relations would become
"thingified." Just as in the eleventh century Pope Hildebrand had for a brief
moment extended his spiritual power over all temporal power, so the High
Priest of Humanity, armed with a scientific knowledge the Pope could not yet
command, would institute a reign of harmony, justice, rectitude, and equity.
"The new positivist order, to quote some of Comte's favorite formulae,
would have Love as its Principle, Order as its Basis, and Progress at its Aim.
The egoistic propensities to which mankind was prone throughout previous
history would be replaced by altruism, by the command, Live for Others.
Individual men would be suffused by love for their fellows, and they would
lovingly venerate the positivist engineers of the soul who in their wisdom would
incarnate the scientific knowledge of man's past and present and the lawfully
determined path into a predictable future.
" ... These normative aspects of Comte's thought, although important for
the historian of ideas, are only of peripheral concern here, where the focus is
on sociology as a scientific enterprise. Yet this aspect of Comte's work must be
kept in mind in relation to his life and to the social and intellectual context in
which his work emerged.
From Coser, 1977:12-13.
That needs be read with careful thought; inserted underlining may help. Comte
foresaw the great advance in technology and understanding of human nature to
come. He set seed in place to direct this to Sociocracy. We need be quite clear
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as to the origins of sociocracy/socialism; the form of science it venerates; the
'justice' of this dissident control and hidden meanings, the deliberate
debasement of the common human intellect and deletion of human
development. It reveals that some are other than 'human'.
The above should make clear what is behind a century of very effective
'dumbing down' of human culture. The idea that a uniquely arrogant
class of beings should abort and convert humanity to equality with insects
is lower than most people see as possible for humans to go.
Can humanity escape? It can! Globalists now control cultural belief but before
the 'harvest' the 'seed' of this evil will be terminated. Meanwhile those willing
to use their gifts and, giving respect for truth think for themselves, can help
those misled and so save a great deal of suffering.
The sin of inhumanity is jealousy (of our creative gifts). Our 'dumbed down'
commonalty is now free to choose its origins, however we should be careful of
our judgments of others, we do not know the forces surrounding other lives.
The great human advance will be in free and forgiving unity with truth.
Perception, a gift of understanding gained by dedication to truth, allows us
Authority for creation. As we learn to express this we become truly human.
Forced education is 'indoctrination'! Human children need help with basics and
encouraged to search for the truth of their interests. In that way they learn to
love truth, despise deceit and gain the Authority of Perception.
Does it not seem strange to you that in ages before printing and books; before
TVs could be imagined; a time when simple words/sounds sufficed for ideas
carried in memory, we were told of things that might not be understood before
thousands of years of development.
Our science is now increasing our ability to understand the incredible
complexity of the biological creation. Misdirection by deceit does not change
our potential. There is no possibility that any force other than a great intellect
using the virtually unlimited power of time could create either the physical
universe or biological life. Those who now resist use of intellect, will, as
"Revelation" says, face increasing torments.
The spirit gives us the Will; the intellect gives us the concept; the Truth of
order creates the time for the Will to find the way! Let us use our gifts
responsibly!
In Conclusion:
Matthew: 7: 21-23; read the whole for yourself; 'Not everyone who calls me
"Lord, Lord" will enter the kingdom ....... When that day comes, many will say
to me, Lord, Lord, did we not ....... Then I will tell them to their face, "I never
knew you ....... .' Why will some claims be rejected? It seems that most serious
Christians see this as the 'end times'. Now seeing the Word more clearly,
should we not look to it for guidance?
In gospels Satan challenges Jesus to throw himself down saying: It is written,
God will have His angels in care of you so you will not be hurt. Then Jesus
....... Well it is not for me to save you but it seems many Christians are taking
the devil's advice and throwing themselves on God's mercy. We need God's
mercy: Do we deserve it? Remember: "He who is not with me is against me!"
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Then again, in another parable, we are advised to use our talents, if we bury
them they will be taken from us. Now that we can see clearly what our
creation is about it should be clear that this advise was about our gifted human
talents, not money or worldly gold. No excuse now for seeing Bible revelation
in terms of earthly values; we are here to develop and use our gift of
intellectual spirit.
Globalism, passing its point of no return, has finite time to conclude its
atrocity! Those of good intent should act while torments are small!

In the lifetruth "Services" file:
*1 See "The Doomsday Report http://www.lifetruth.org.au/docs/doomsday.pdf
and follow up with "Bio-terror" article
http://www.lifetruth.org.au/docs/BIOterror.pdf;
*2/ See: "The Democratic Republic" essay
http://www.lifetruth.org.au/docs/democracy.pdf .
The books fill in general needs and "Outcome Based" files give more insight to
the education atrocity.
This literature is to help understanding of how we allowed our own
enslavement. Think for yourself, were YOU a member of the government,
would you encourage atrocious self-destructive anti-social behavior?
Do not forget the Forum! Make comment; ask questions; get answers.
For background of the above see: http://www.lifetruth.org.au/literature.asp or
search unorganized literature at http://www.themindweb.com and other linked
sites.
Regards
Alan Gourley

